
 - Headship/Leadership Series    WEEK 5:  MM  UNITY WITH BRETHREN   RELATIONSHIP WITH HIM MEANS  3/18/2019

Psalms 139:23 “Search me, O God, and know my heart; try me, and know my thoughts.” 

Study Objective:  An exploration of Scripture and insight that outlines God’s design for the role of Man’s Headship & 

Leadership – the Mantle of Spiritual Care & Accountability for those in immediate sphere of influence. 

This is His living/breathing study: our sole accountability is to share what He has shared with us. 

 

RECAP    

Week 3 – a deep dive into HIS Side of the Relationship: how He saw what He lost and what He was willing to 

pay to get it back, and why. 

Week 4 – Relationship with Him Begins: How we begin to see Him differently – spiritual vs physical sight; 

Remembering who we are to Him; forgiving ourselves; discovering that He cares greatly about HOW we see Him 
 

 

WK 5: Relationship with  means UNITY with our Brothers and Sisters – the Body of Christ! Him

 

Jesus: “By this EVERYONE will know that YOU are my disciples (student, follower, acting believer),  

   IF you love one another.”  John 13:35 NIV 

   [NLT:  “Your love for one another will prove to the world that you are my disciples."] 

 

Jesus often taught on love and we know the many measures of love displayed in 1 Corinthians 13 

(“love chapter”). But rather than simply score ourselves on a battery list of love traits, in this forum it is 

important that we dig down to the foundation of WHY.  It is there that we can allow God to guide us 

individually and privately, and the fruit of that guidance will be those aforementioned love measures. 

 

John 13:35 - Anyone can love another who returns their love, responds to things the same way, or 

frequently agrees with them; it is absolutely safe to assume that Jesus was not just talking about those 

folks we always flow easily with.  Rather the REAL test is with those with whom we DO NOT see 

everything the same way. Otherwise, it really isn’t a test, nor would it be that display that tells the world 

anything unique. In this verse, Jesus was giving us the blueprint …for UNITY.   

 

WHAT IS UNITY? 

First, what unity is not;    It is not necessarily Unison, nor is it Chemistry. 

o Unison – like military formation where everyone looks and moves the same, and movements are 

synchronized; or, in music, everyone singing the same identical part or note. 

o Chemistry – an element that is difficult to quantify; you either have it or you don’t. Studies have 

been conducted trying to come up with a formula, with little success. A kindred spirit; a flow 

 

Unity is a force in motion, a force of action. It is an intentional choice, a focused purpose. 

 

Parallel Contrast: Battle vs. War 

o Battle - a fight we encounter  

o War - a common, singular purpose, for which all individual aspirations and focuses are surrendered. 

 

“No man that warreth, entangleth himself with the affairs of this life; that he may please him who hath 

chosen him to be a soldier.” 2 Tim 2:4 KJV 

NIV “No one serving as a soldier gets entangled in civilian affairs, but rather tries to please His 

 commanding officer.”

 

A great synonym for unity is “Harmony”:  in music, varying parts, sometimes with separately timed 

movements, with the sole collective purpose of promoting the overall objective of the music.  
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OUR UNITY DECISION IS EVER PRESENT: 

With every encounter and conversation related in any way to the body of Christ, we are making only 

one of two choices:  (A) to build up Unity, or (B) to tear it down.  There are only two choices (no 

“undecided”, “present”, or “abstain”).  Every encounter and conversation about the body clicks A or B! 

 

DISCIPLES Snapshot  “and the Disciples”  

How many times have we read that phrase in the Word and we just accept them to be a happy band of 

best pals?  The reality was probably far from this. They represented a wide variety of backgrounds, 

personalities, life experiences, teachings, etc, and let’s not forget they spent a whole lot of time 

together, sometimes in cramped space when they traveled.  Rough and salty Peter with his “all in or 

nothing” persona; Judas and Matthew, both intelligent, cultured and likely crafty – Judas, the one 

everyone trusted (he carried their money) and Matthew, the one that probably NOBODY trusted for the 

longest time. (Formerly a tax collector for the occupying Romans – a traitor of traitors)  
 

Reality: at least in the beginning, there were some growing pains, hurt feelings, sleights, “disrespects”, 

frustrations, and maybe some feelings of favoritism, and occasions of being misunderstood. No doubt 

some “confirmation bias” also had some play here early on; work was needed to meld them together. 

Along the way, though, they would have their eyes opened and fixed on the larger objective (ministry 

work of Jesus) and would learn the power of subjecting their differences (both feelings and facts) to the 

greater cause that stood before them. 

 

Why does this matter? 

Because the same thing is being asked of us today:  Will we subject our feelings and facts to the 

greater work God is looking to do right here in this part of His Kingdom? 

 

Just like the disciples, we come together with varying experiences and backgrounds. Our experiences 

have informed us how to carry on in our walk, in service, in ministry, in worship, in Kingdom work. It is 

very important that come to the recognition that others may have experiences that have perhaps 

informed them differently than us. 

 
KEY:  We are not rejecting our differences in conclusions or informed decisions; we are rejecting that 

those differences should be enough to disrupt the unity, the harmony of spirit that focuses on the 

greater objective; we are rejecting that these differences are too important to surrender to God! 

 

 What does Unity/Harmony mean for us today in 2019?

In the body of Christ broadly, in our SS class, in a ministry we serve with others in, or even in the 

Sunday gathering of corporate worship, we may be presented with situations where we think things 

should be done or handled differently; perhaps we know more about the details of a situation and we 

can see where a different approach might have more success.  

 

Having a different perspective or conclusion is NOT WRONG in itself, and sometimes – when we 

handle our portion correctly – God will move the situation to where our input is given a voice.  

 

But in the absence of this, we do have to ask ourselves this question:  If our brother or sister – who we 

think could do something differently – is serving the same God that we are…then are we choosing the 

most effective way to handle it, if prayer isn’t our “go to” move?    Prayer should always be our #1 

Move. Prayer does two things – helps us surrender our struggle that interferes with our spirit AND 
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gives us an opportunity to pray for the other person.  Prayer is always a move to promote unity. #2 If 

God is truly leading us to speak with that person about the situation, He will give us the words and the 

timing; and, we must always carry a spirit of humility and forgiveness when/if He does lead us into 

these kinds of conversations.  

 

If we are not praying nor surrendering our struggle to God, is there any way we can say we are 

promoting unity, especially if we are talking to someone else about this, or if our comments or actions 

(covert or overt) are aimed at undermining the work or service of another?  We are human and never 

get to see the full 360ᴼ of any situation nor of those with whom we interact in the Kingdom. This is why 

it is easy to miss the weight and impact that preserving and protecting unity at all cost truly does carry. 

 

WHAT DOES GOD SAY - Moment of Truth Over Comfort. Proverbs 6:16-19 KJV/NIV 

“These six things does the Lord hate; yes, seven that are an abomination to Him. 

o Haughty eyes (proud look) 

o Lying tongue 

o Hands that shed innocent blood 

o Heart that devises wicked schemes (wicked imaginations) 

o Feet that are quick to rush into evil 

o False witness that speaks lies 

o HE that sows discord among the brethren (HE that creates or causes division in the Body). 
 

HOW BAD is sowing discord, HOW BAD is causing division in the Body that an Almighty God of Love, 

who gave His life to Reconcile a relationship with us… could say, I HATE YOU?  
 

Rather than spend our time trying to reconcile that question, why don’t we spend our time and effort 

doing all we can to avoid such a grave injury? 
 

If God said, I HATE RED CARS, would we even walk by them on the car lot when we’re shopping? 

Would we peek in the window just to see “what kind of deals they’re offering on this?” Would we grind 

the salesman for a deeper discount knowing it’s a difficult car to sell? Would we DARE test drive it 

…just “for the bucket list?” 
 

NO. The reality is if God said He hated red cars, we would avoid them at all costs. 
 

But, do we approach unity with our brothers and sisters with the same care and caution? When we 

literally read that HE HATES THE PERSON WHO… and with infinitely more at stake in the eternal 

realm than a silly car, how do we NOT regard this with the absolutely highest concern?  
 

King Solomon brings us a story that shines an enduring light over this topic:   I Kings 3:16-28 

V16-22 

o 2 women, lived together, each delivered a baby 3 days apart.  

o Mother A delivered Baby A first, then Mother B delivers Baby B 

o During the night, Mother B rolled on her child, killing it.  

o So she got up, swapped babies, giving Mother A the dead one (Baby B), and stealing Baby A. 
 

REALITY CHECK: 

How long do we think it really took for the King to finally hear the matter between these 2 women of ill-

repute? Weeks? Months? Years? (Sure, we are speculating, but they were people that society 
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preferred to keep on the fringes, out of the limelight; and they had no visible means to pay for 

representation to plead their case). 
 

How long was Mother A IN THE RIGHT yet suffered great injustice at the hands of one who was 

CLEARLY wrong?  She suffered the daily separation from her newborn child; she was lied about 

everywhere she went, “Oooh that’s the lady who stole a baby!” when in fact, it was truly her child. How 

much grief has she experienced? 
 

WHO IS THE TRUE MOTHER? 

o Watch how Solomon “divines” the truth, though.  V23-27 

o He is careful with his instruction; he has his soldier bring HIM the sword, so no one jumps the gun! 

o Although HE is the one holding the sword, he instructs the baby to be divided in half – half to each 

mother. 

o Mother A [true mom]: “Oh lord, give her (thief mommy) the child and by no means kill it! 

o Mother B [fake mom]: “the baby shall be neither mine nor yours then; divide him.” 

o King: Give the first woman [Mother A] the child; it is HER baby. 

 

The true mother, despite having already endured unending and incalculable suffering at the hands of 

the thieving mother, still cared far more for the health and well-being of the baby, so that she was 

willing to surrender her own child back to the one who had caused her all the pain in the first place. 

 

What kind of Mother are we? How do we view  in light of what is important to us what is important for 

?  the Body of Christ and the Kingdom
 

1) We should always remember that we could not pay the price to enter or remain in this Kingdom 

on our own, completely relying on Christ’s sacrifice. 

2) The objectives of Christ and Kingdom ARE ALWAYS superior to our own. 

3) Surrendering “our way” (or whatever it is we wrestle with that precludes perfect harmony with 

another brother or sister) doesn’t mean we are less right in our understanding or belief, nor does 

it mean We Lose and They Win:  It means that we are rising from the ashes of a disagreement 

to recognize that no matter who is right or wrong, ALL that matters is that the Body of Christ is 

preserved, that the health of the Kingdom and its work remains the primary focus. 

 

What is God asking us to surrender on today?  Whether it is an overt or covert challenge that we 

wrestle with, if it is precluding unity, then HE IS is asking us – Will you let Me have that? 

 

This is where the scripture in 1 Peter 5:7 can come to life for us. 

“Casting (throwing) all (every bit of it) your cares (everything that is causing us anxiety, disruption, or 

angst!) on Him for He cares for you.” 

 

If we truly THROW it, we surrender control of it. We have no say in how it lands, how it looks when it 

lands, or when He begins to work on it, or what it will look like when He is done with it.  

 

What we DO know is: we cannot expect Him to take control and fix what we refuse to let go of.  

 

Relationship with Him means Unity and Harmony with all of our brothers and sisters! 


